MSc MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

RESEARCH-DRIVEN TRANSFORMATION OF MANAGEMENT PRACTICES

LEARN FROM INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED PROFESSORS
NO WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIRED, WITH EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS
ATTRACTIVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

TELFER SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA

TRIPLE CROWN ACCREDITATION
SPECTACULAR OTTAWA
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE

Canada’s capital city
Quality of life—ranked Top 10
in the world, #1 in Canada
Lowest cost of living of
5 major Canadian cities
Ranked #1 Tech hub
in Canada 2017
Vibrant entrepreneurial
culture

WORLD-CLASS SCHOOL
A GREAT PLACE TO LEARN

Triple Crown accreditation
4500+ current students
80+ full-time professors
with outstanding teaching
and award-winning research
Dozens of university exchanges
Partnerships worldwide
Downtown neighbor of
Canada’s House of Parliament

THE TELFER MSC IN MANAGEMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TERM I FALL</th>
<th>TERM II WINTER</th>
<th>TERM III SPRING/SUMMER</th>
<th>TERM IV FALL</th>
<th>TERM V WINTER</th>
<th>TERM VI SPRING/SUMMER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 COURSES: Research design methodologies &amp; conduct of research</td>
<td>3 COURSES: Multivariate research methods and/or Qualitative research methods</td>
<td>THESIS (12 units)</td>
<td>1 OR 2 ELECTIVES</td>
<td>Data Collection, Analysis and Writing</td>
<td>Analysis and Writing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MANAGEMENT RESEARCH SEMINAR SERIES (MRSS)—COMPULSORY EVERY TERM

Fields of specialization
- Entrepreneurship
- Innovation Management
- Finance

Admission requirements
1. Bachelor’s degree in related discipline (if not in management, then with a minor in management)
2. CGPA of 75% (B+)
3. Competitive GMAT or GRE
4. Demonstrated proficiency in English
5. Alignment with a thesis supervisor

telfer.uOttawa.ca/mscmgt
LEARN FROM INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED RESEARCH-INTENSIVE PROFESSORS

- Corps of 80+ full-time professors, the majority with active research programs
- Of those, 16 hold Research Chairs, Professorships, and Fellowships
- Emphasis on impactful, transformative and cited research
- Prominent editorial positions and editorial board memberships

NO WORK EXPERIENCE REQUIRED, WITH EXCITING CAREER OPTIONS

- Admission does not require full-time work experience after your bachelor degree
- An MSc is the prequel to a PhD, the prime prerequisite for a tenure-track academic career
- But there are many other career options as well:
  - In consulting firms—get there faster with an MSc
  - In private sector research and analysis firms
  - In policy and decision support in provincial and federal governments

ATTRACTIVE FINANCIAL SUPPORT

There's a wide array of possibilities:

- Admission scholarships
- Excellence awards
- Teaching assistantships
- Research assistantships
- Support for provincial and federal grant applications
- Combined total from above can reach $5,000–10,000 per year, for 2 years

Contact the Research Office for more details
MEET SOME OF OUR FACULTY

ENTREPRENEURSHIP

**BARBARA ORSER** is a Full Professor and the Deloitte Professor in the Management of Growth Enterprises. Dr. Orser conducts research about small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) growth, including entrepreneurial decision-making, gender influences, internationalization of SMEs, and public policy. She recently co-authored *Feminine Capital: Unlocking the Power of Women Entrepreneurs* (Stanford University Press, 2015). In 2011, she received the University of Ottawa Telfer School of Management Award for Service, Teaching and Research.

INNOVATION MANAGEMENT

**MARK FREEL** has co-authored one textbook on entrepreneurship and small firms (McGraw-Hill, now in its 4th edition), and has published several book chapters and more than 20 articles in leading academic journals such as *Small Business Economics*, *International Journal of Innovation Management*, *International Small Business Journal* and *Research Policy*.

FINANCE

**SAMIR SAADI** holds a PhD in Finance from Queen's University. He was a Visiting Scholar at Stern School of Business, New York University and a Visiting Researcher at INSEAD. His current research funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) focus on how social media influences corporate decisions and investors' behaviour.

MEET SOME OF OUR ALUMNI

“My experience within the Telfer School of Management's MSc in Management was exemplary in terms of both quality of supervision received as well as opportunities for academic and career growth. The inspiration to study the phenomenon of cross-border shopping for my thesis was sparked from a mutual interest in the idea of patterns of occasions shared with myself and my supervisor, Professor Michael Mulvey. After graduating, I worked in the closely related field of consumer research at The Nielsen Company in Markham, Ontario.”

**M. LEVER** (MSc Management 2014; then Nielsen, Markham; now PhD candidate, Guelph)

“The Telfer M.Sc. in Management program afforded me a great opportunity to develop my experience, affinity for, and dedication to academic research. The program's structure and requirements provided me with strong foundations in research design, applying management theories, and with multivariate analysis skills and techniques. I was fortunate enough to collaborate with world-class faculty on my thesis and other research projects, some of which have been published in leading academic journals.”

**F. NEVILLE** (MSc Management 2011; PhD Georgia State 2016; now Assistant Professor McMaster)

“For me, the MSc program marked the transition from receiving a general education to becoming trained as a research professional. The program taught me how to skillfully decipher details from academic literature and integrate ideas and concepts in innovative ways. I learned how to design research projects that are rigorous and precise, but also have clear applications for industry and yield results that are useful for managers and other decision-makers. As highly prolific researchers themselves, the Telfer faculty encourage you to think critically about cutting edge research and theory, and challenge you to push yourself to succeed in ways you never have before.”

**N. BREMNER** (MSc Management 2011; PhD Western 2016; now Director, Research and Analytics, HRSG in Ottawa)

Consult our website  telfer.uOttawa.ca/mscmgt
Prepare for admission  telfer.uOttawa.ca/mscmgt/admission
Contact us Graduate@telfer.uOttawa.ca

Telfer School of Management University of Ottawa
55 Laurier Avenue East, Ottawa, Ontario  K1N 6N5, Canada

CONNECT WITH US

- fb.com/telfer.uOttawa
- @telfer_UdO (FR) • @telfer_uOttawa (EN)
- @telfer_uOttawa
- tlfrcanada/linkedin

AASCB Accredited
AMBA Accredited
EFMD Accredited